
Family Attitude Changes Forever 

“When she has a training or any other meeting, I stay home and look after the children” says Mohammed, 
proudly in front of his wife Sufia. Mohamed Siraj and Sufia Kedir are two volunteer Gender Model Family 
with six children. They live in Gechi district and are members of the water user association of Koba Kela 
scheme. Sufia is solely responsible for the household activities, which is an accepted norm in the locality.  
At the same time, Mohamed takes on all the responsibility for farming.   Sufia and her husband do not 
make decisions together about their small scale irrigation and micro irrigation plots, even though the 
micro irrigation plot is right in their backyard.  In fact, as a couple, they do not talk much about their family 
life, farm production, or dreams for the future.   

 

Gender model family consultation and training in Oromia. 

Mohamed knows that they can have a better life together, but he is not sure how to change their situation.  
When the opportunity comes, where SMIS pilots a gender model family training, Mohamed and Sufia are 
right there in the crowd. During the training, they talk about how the men and women spend their days, 
for which activities they are responsible, and who has the most work, responsibility, and resources.   

Mohamed understands that Sufia has too much household work to do, especially having to take care of 
the six children and himself. He plans to support his wife by collecting fire wood, fetching water and 
washing clothes. Knowing how working together improve their household income and family nutrition, 
he plans to support her to include her in irrigated agriculture.  He says “My wife is breast feeding. And 
therefore she needs more time for our baby girl. I always wake up early for prayer. After prayer I wash 
clothes every other day to keep the baby and his mom clean and safe.”  

“We have both small scale irrigation and micro irrigation farms, and now discuss together what to plant 
and do with the production,” says Mohamed.  Agreeing with her husband, Sufia adds, “Being a Gender 
Model Family changes our lives. Now we understand each other, discuss and decide together. We have 
clear goals for our family.  We even tell our neighbors to join Gender Model Family and change their lives 
as we did.” 

 



 

Gender model family consultation and training in SNNPR 


